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ABSTRACT

The behaviour of the plasma in the EXTRAP device was found to differ

drastically from the conventional Z-pinch discharges.The comparative

discussion on the properties of these two configurations is presented.

It is shown that the energy loss mechanism is responsible for the arising

difference between them.Given the lack of experimental data on the

confinement of the peripheral plasmajn the present study we suggest a

scaling for the net energy loss with plasma density and temperature.

Using self-similar methods,we show that strongly non-linear damped

oscillations arise as a result of our scaling.Some preliminary results on

the stability of this system are reported.Finally.some technical

recommendations for the design of the toroidal device EXTRAP T1 are put

forward.In particular the scheme,allowing the extension of the pulse

duration,which is rather limited in the present version,is suggested.



1.Qualitative discussion.

The most obvious way to build a magnetic fusion reactor is to drive a

strong current along a plasma column The associated poloidal magnetic

field,induced by this current provides then for the plasma confinement,

heating and compression The configuration based on this idea is called

Z-pinch,which was a main topic of fusion research during its early years

in the fifties.

Unfortunately.this scheme was found experimentally to be highly

unstable.The typical lifetime of this system was around 1 jisec.which is of

the order of the Alfven transit time for the Z-pinch.

To assess the stability properties of the Z-pinch confiquration ideal

magneto-hydronamic theory was developed.This theory established its

credentials as an experimental predictor by accounting for the

development of sausage-like(m=O) and kink-like(m=1) instabilities in a

Z-pinch.

Practically,the most dangerous instability is the boundary

surface.current driven instability This lead to the bending of the pinch and

immediately afterwards to the total collapse of the discharge.

The ultimate reason for it was found to be the decrease of the magnetic

field with increasing distance from the sharp boundary of the classical

Z-pinch.Perturbations,directed parallel to the magnetic field

lines,penetrate the region with the weaker magnetic field and

consequently leave the plasma very fast.For perturbations of the more

complicated geometrical structure this simple qualitative picture does

not apply,but even for such cases the ultimate reason remains always the

same,namely the decreasing magnetic field with increasing distance from

the sharp boundary of the pinch.

The suggestion that bounding a Z-pinch by a purely transverse

(without toroidal field at all),octupole magnetic field might strongly



enchance the plasma stability of a Z-pinch was put forward by Lehnert in

1974{1}.He suggested to call this configuration EXTRAP (Fiq.i).His idea

was confirmed by further experiments{2}.Stable discharges were attained

in linear EXTRAP configurations for around 50 usec.which corresponds to

around 50 Alfven transit times.

Experimental and theoretical studies then concentrated in searching

after the reasons that might provide for stability on this timescale.The

unambigious answer to this question is not available so far.

However all attempts to explain the remarkable stability properties

of the linear EXTRAP within the frame of the ideal MHD theory failed so

far{3,4,5} and it seems that in order to assess the issue one has to go

beyond this theory and to revisit some of its basic assumptions and

limitations.

We turn over to the qualitative discussion of EXTRAP configuration as

compared to the classical Z-pinches.Both confiqurations have the O-point

in the magnetic field at the axis.Obviously the ideal MHD theory is

incapable in treating it.because some assumptions invoked in this theory

are not valid there.This fact,however,does not prevent the Z-pinch from

being unstable.

Besides, linear EXTRAP is non-circular at the periphery and has four

well localized X-points,determining the form of the separatrix.The

separatrix arises as a result of the pinch current combined with the

opposite directed octupole field,generated by the parallel currents in the

external conductors.As shown in {6} the effect of the non-circularity

seems to be rather weak and does not provide for stability.Kinetic effects

might be important in the close vicinity of X- points.as discussed in

{7,8}.However in the present study we retain the fluid approach and

suggest that X-points affect the energy outflow in a certain way according

to a plausible scaling.given below .This assumption is very likely to be



fulfilled in EXTRAP.because of the the high collissionality of EXTRAP

plasma.

The second important aspect,peculiar to the EXTRAP configuration,is

the enhanced rigidity of this configuration.arising from current rods and

the external magnetic field.generated by them.The excess of the total

magnetic field(Z-pinch field plus the octupole field) over the plasma

pressure might be the main reason for the enchanced stability The external

magnetic field,stored between the pinch plasma and rods prevent their

direct contact.

Finally.unlike the classical Z-pinch equilibrium arises where the

magnetic field increases with distance from the boundary of the pinch.

He re, we show how such equilibrium can be attained.

The third important difference between linear EXTRAP and Z-pinch is

how a discharge is initiated and ramped-up during the build-up phase.The

formation of the discharge in EXTRAP starts at the 0-point,where both the

pinch field and the octupole field is zero,and builds up radially outwards.

On the other hand in the classical Z-pinch the initial breakdown occurs

at the outer surfaces and then the discharge builds up radially

inwards.This experimental observation proves the fact that the energy

loss mechanism in EXTRAP is drastically different from this in the

conventional Z-pinch.As shown by us before{9} in EXTRAP the energy loss

is small compared to ohmic heating in the initial phase of the discharge

and in the steady state is determined by the scaling governed by the

octupole field (see Eqs.(12,13).

While in the Z-pinch the energy loss is independent of the energy

balance,caving to the presence of the wall structures,close to the

pinch.These provide for the infinite reservoir of energy losses and thus

removes all the ohmic heating at any moment.In the initial phase.when the

loss of the energy is much larger than the ohmic heating input.the



discharge contracts so that the plasma density at the wall decreases and

the energy flow,transported by collisions with the wall, decreases until

the loss exactly compensates the input (see Eq.12).Mathematically it

means that in the steady state the energy balance is always trivially

fulfilled.The energy loss is then governed not by the heat conduction

properties of the plasma,as usual,but by the Bennet equilibrium

conditions.

In the ideal MHD theory the assumption of the adiabaticity is usually

made. It is well known in thermodynamics that this assumption means that

either the system is closed(both a loss and an input are zero) or they

compensate each other at any moment.While this assumption is met in the

Z-pinch in the steady-state,it is certainly not fulfilled in

EXTRAP.Therefore it does not seem strange that the EXTRAP experiment is

not consistent with the ideal MHD theory.

Given the lack of experimental data on the peripheral plasma

confinement^ the present study we suggest a scaling for the net energy

loss with plasma density and temperature.lt allows us, by using the

self-similar methods{10},widely used in space research.to solve the

strongly non-linear system of fluid equations.We also briefly report some

preliminary results on the stability of EXTRAP,considered as a strongly

non-linear dynamic system and conclude with some speculations about the

stability properties of it.emphasizing that the dynamic properties might

be responsible for enhanced stability of EXTRAP.

Finally some practical suggestions and implications of this theory for

current and forthcoming experiments are described.



2.Time-deper,dent equilibrium in a pinch.

We consider all parameters to be both time and spatial dependent.In this

part of the study in order to simplify for the reader we list the Maxwell

and transport equations.Besides,we employ cylindrical coordinates and

assume the system to be cylindrically symmetric.

Starting from Maxwell equations in the form:

d(rB)/r3r=4itjz/c (1)

3Ez/ar=3B/c9t (2)

and Ohm's law

jz=a(Ez+vB/c) (3)

where v is the mass flow velocity and a is the plasma

conductivity,dependent only on the plasma temperature

a=a0T3/2 (4)

where o0is a constant equal to 8.8.101 2V3 / 2s"1 ,if T is taken in eV.

Turning over to transport equations.we get for the particle balance:

9n/at+a{nrv)/rdr=S-R (5)

where S and R are ionization and recombination rates.The momentum

balance reads if viscous effects are neglected:

nmdv/dt=-8p8r+jzB/c (6)

Finally the energy balance derived by Braginskii{11} reads:

1.5dp/dt+2.5pdivy-divfl+1.5j/egradTe-Tejgradn/en =Q (7)

where Q is the total energy input and d/dt=d/dt+vgrad

The first term in Eq.(7) describes the change in the internal energy of the

plasma.the following two terms are related to particle fluxes.carried by

the mass flow and q is the energy flow associated with the random motion

in the coordinate system,in which the particle flow velocity is zero.The
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last two terms at the left hand side of Eq.(7) show that in the most

general case the energy balance is not only a function of the global plasma

parameters.but also dependent on the electron component parameters

explicitly.However.in EXTRAP these terms vanish because of the

axisymmetry.

We notice that the well known Bennet relational 2}easily follows from

Eqs.(1) and (6) with the result:

2c2N(Ti+Te)=l2+2c27cR2p(R) (8)

where T is the average electron and ion temperature.defined as

T=JT(r)n(r)2jcrdr,N=[n(r)27crdr is the well-known line density,R is a pinch

radius and p(R) is the plasma pressure at the separatrix.

Combining now Eqs.(1-3) we easily arrive at the following

equation,containing only magnetic field:

dB/di+d(vB}/dr=c2/4nod{d(rB)/rdr}/dr (9)

The magnetic field is carried by the mass flow with the same velocity(the

second term at the left hand side of Eq.(5)) and also diffuses due to the

finite conductivity with the diffusion coefficient.given by Dm*c^/4ico.

In the present study we consider only fast processes with a typical time

scale much shorter{13}:

^«(^resa^AIfP)1/Y 00)

Here a,p and yare numbers dependent on the type of the resistive

instabilities,appearing in this configuration;theirtimescale .however, is

of the same order of magnitude.Therefore we neglect the term at the right

hand side of Eq.(9Vln other words we consider the case of the large

magnetic Reynolds number.

Finally the energy balance in the cylindrical geometry reads:

3(ne+nj)dT/2dt+pd(rv)/r3r+8(rq)/ar=Q (11)



Integrating Eq.(11) over the plasma cross-section and assuming that

the plasma temperature profile is almost flat we got the equation(Eq.(2.3)

in Ref.{9}):

3NdT/dt+4NTdR/Rdt=l2/7tR2a - L (12)

where R is the radius of the pinch and L is the energy loss of a pinch.

In EXTRAP L is very small during the build-up phase of the

discharge.until the pinch radius R reaches the separatrix.The energy loss

term L then drastically increases and the expansion of the discharge is

terminated. In the classicall Z-pinch just the opposite is valid.

In the present study we consider Eq.(11),simplified as follows.The term Q

scales as

Q=nT/x (13)

where T is essentially the energy confinement time of the octupole field.lt

is assumed to be a constant.The energy is assumed to be transported

primarily by convection,owing to the X-points at the periphery

Then the energy balance takes the form:

2nTd(lnT3/2/n)dt=nT/x (14)

As shown before{13}if both the ohmic heating and energy losses are zero

or exactly compensate each other.then the second law of thermodynamics

exactly follows from Eq.(14) and E=ln(T3/2/n) may interpreted as the

entropy of the plasma.

We are looking for the self-similar solutions of Eqs.(5,6,9,14).The self

similar variable is chosen as x=r/R.The pinch radius is also a function, of

time.even during the flat-top phase of the discharge.The velocity of

convection is taken as v=rdR/Rdt.Then all physical parameters of the

problem are functions of x and t and the factorization of Eqs.(5,6,9 and 14)

becomes possible.lt means that all physical parameters are casted in the

form f(x)F(t).AII distributions are self-similar in time.
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Solving Eqs.(5 and 9) we obtain:

n=N0R-2(t)fn(x); B=B0R"1 (t)fB(x) (15)

Factorizing also the temperature T=T(t)f j(x) and requiring that:

3(fnfT)/dx=-A1xfn(x) (16)

fB3(fBx)/xdx=A2xfn(x) (17)

we get from the momentum balance:

d2R/dt2=T0(A1T/T0-B0
2A2/4icT0N0)/miR (18)

where A1 and A2 are arbitrary constants.

It is important to emphasize that the number of equations(16 and 17) is

less than the number of profile functions.therefore one of them is

arbitrary and may be chosen either from the experiment or from some

other constraints.for example from the condition of the increasing

magnetic field at the periphery and some other stability considerations.

It is worth noting that to fulfill this constraint fn(x) has to be non-zero

at the periphery of the discharge.

Considering now the energy balance we get:

T(t)=T0R0
4/3R(t)-4/3(exp-t/x)2/3 (19)

Substituting now Eq.(19) into Eq.(18) we get the equation describing

strongly non-linear oscillations of the pinch boundary with damping:

d2R/dt2=a[bR-4/3{exp-t/t)2/3-c]/R (20)

Equation(20) was solved numerically and the result is shown in Fiq.2.

If x» t i.e the confinement time of the octupole field is much longer than

the pulse duration these oscillations are almost unattenuated and the

solution describes strongly non-linear adiabatic oscillations.They are
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extremely strong in amplitude and the maximum and the minimum plasma

temperature at a given observation point can easily vary by factor

3-4.This conclusion seems consistent with the qualitative experimental

observation made by Thomson scattering diagnostics{ 14}.where such

drastic variations of the plasma temperature were observed. If x decreases

the oscillations are damped more efficiently and the pinch collapses after

a small number of the oscillation periods.However the scaling of the

energy losses will probably change as well and the whole problem has to

be reconsidered with some other scaling.

Finally we emphasize that most of the results obtained above are rather

sensitive to the form of the scaling of the energy loss.The physical picture

might change drastically if some other loss channels are inserted into the

plasma.
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3.STABILITY ANALYSIS.

Here we report some preliminary results on the stability of EXTRAP

configuration taking into account our previous results described in Chapter

2.

First of all.axisymmetric rods and their magnetic field are

"transparent" for perturbations.directed parallel to them.but they provide

a strong stabilizing influence on perturbations.perpendicular to the

Z-axis.ln order to use this effect most efficiently the magnetic field

pressure outside the current rods has to exceed the plasma pressure in the

pinch,so that the 3 value is somewhat less than in the classical Z-pinch.

On the hand.the additional octupole magnetic field provides an enhanced

stability.

Secondly.it is well known that the sausage instability can be stabilized

in the Z-pinch if the pressure profile fulfills the condition that the

Kadomtsev term rdp/pdr has to be small.However in the Z-pinch with a

sharp boundary this term goes to infinity at the boundary and the

equilibrium becomes grossly unstable.J.R.Drake{15} anticipated that in

EXTRAP the situation should be different and the Kadomtsev term is small

at the periphery This assumption is consistent with our modelwhere,

owing to the scaling chosen, density and temperature profiles turn out to

fulfill this condition.

In other words we point out the physical mechanism which might provide

for the difference between EXTRAP and the classical Z-pinch.

Furthermore we present the perturbation analysis of the self similar

pinch in the stationary equilibrium..considering only the simplest example

of the axially symmetric mode with m=0.The growth rate of the fastest

growing eigenfunctions.in units of the Alfven frequency/is plotted as a

function of sausage wavenumber,normalized to the pinch radius in Fig.3.
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At short wavelengths the growth rate saturates at 2x^\{^, unlike the

growth rate calculated from simplified models of the classical Z-pinch.On

the other hand.most dangerous global free boundary modes with

long wavelengths get more stable with decreasing pinch radius.Owing to

the extreme steepnees of the curve in Fig.3,the factor 40 or 50 may be

easily obtained if the pinch radius is decreased by a factor 3-4.

Therefore.considering the pinch radius R as a parameter and having the

strongly non-linear oscillations of it in mind,the enhanced stability of

EXTRAP might result from these oscillations.This analysis must be

extended to the kink instability and also higher-order modes.

Finally it should be mentioned that the stability properties of the

dynamic system might be drastically different from the static system{}.

Therefore to answer the question of stability of the dynamic system the

sophisticated stability analysis,according to Lyapunov criterium{15,16}

has to be performed.
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4.Practical implications.

At first we suggest trying experimentally the scheme.shown in Fiq.4.

According to our calculations.this scheme will be favorable from the

stability point of view and will also allow the new machine ,EXTRAP T1 ,to

run with longer pulses than is possible with the present transformer.The

current in such a system can be induced by driving the primary current

with a certain pulse form in the conducting vacuum vessel outside the

rods.

The second conclusion from results described above, is that the physical

processes taking place in EXTRAP are functions of the energy loss

mechanism and its scaling with the main plasma parameters.Strictly

speaking.they are valid only for the scaling considered and the further

studies of particular cases with other scalings,including the influence of

the magnetic field are very interesting and highly desirable.

However already attained results seem to indicate that positioning

metallic structures in the close vicinity of the pinch.such as vacuum

vessel, sparkplugs for ignition and so on will either devastate the

stability properties of EXTRAP or drastically increase the requirement on

the external toroidal field.As it foilows from the present study the

decrease of the current rise time leads to the same effect without

deteriorating the octupole field confinement. Increasing the energy losses

at the periphery and destroying the confinement properties of the octupole

field may lead to the degeneration of EXTRAP into the classical Z-pinch.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS.

FIG.1 A linear EXTRAP configuration is produced by a Z-pinch,generated

along the axis of an octupole vacuum field,induced by currents in four

rods.antiparallel to the current in the pinch.The resulting configuration is

bounded by a separatrix.defined by four X-point field nulls.The high-B

region is located around the O-axis.and the low-B plasma,contained by an

octupole field is located at the periphery.

FIG.2 Self-similar oscillations of the pinch radius and temperature in

EXTRAP.Results calculated for T=0 and 1nsec are shown by solid and dashed

lines,respectively.TB is the temperature for the Bennet'sequilibrium.

FIG:3 Maximum growth rate of m=0 mode in units of Alfven frequency

versus wavenumber in inverse units of pinch radius.

FIG.4 The tentative picture of the new version of the toroidal EXTRAP T1.

The suggestion is to use the current vpulse in the vacuum vessel as a

primary in addition or even instead of the present transformer
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